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There are instances of massive fire taking place in any commercial establishment or residential unit.
The main concern for fire-fighters engaged in extinguishing the fire is to suppress spreading of fire.
Situation such as this warrants use of reliable and trusted fire suppression system.

When the fire suppression systemfirst made is entry in early 1990s, they were designed especially
for controlling spreading of fire before fire departmentâ€™s personnel arrived. With changing times and
with inclusion of newer technological features, presently it helps suppressing fire quickly by an
individual of its own. Different methods and types of fire suppression are available in market. But the
most popular among them is water, sand and foam system which are available in hand held variety.

Awareness regarding suitability of a type of fire extinguisher to a particular kind of fire can be
helpful. Manufacturers of these fire extinguishers clearly label it with indication of its suitability in
suppressing a particular type of fire.

The foam system especially suitable to situations where use of water can have dangerous
consequences or may cause fire to spread further. Fire suppression systems using foam as means
to suppress fire is ideally suited for fires arising out of fuels ruptures. When foam is used, it helps in
smoothening or removing oxygen content. Finding such a system in kitchens of restaurants is a
common sight. For, these restaurants are more prone to witness a grease fire.

Being a public place, restaurants  are likely to witness huge gatherings of people especially in
festive occasions. Therefore, in order to prevent loss of life due to a fire, placing of the system is
very crucial. Likewise, the place should not be very congested so that during crisis moment, safety 
must not be interrupted. They are engineered in a manner which allows you to place it into venting
system. Appropriate training to employees will give them idea about location of nozzles or heads.
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For more information on a fire suppression system, check out the info available online; these will
help you learn to find the a http://www.burnerfire.com/fire-and-safety!
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